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Abstract: Crowding of the currently used frequency band has forced the telecommunication system engineers
to seek for frequency band above Ku-band, 10GHz. However, electromagnetic signal tend to undergo fading
effect when operated in this frequency band. Prediction of rain attenuation using 1-min rain rate is become
necessary but the major concern is the lack of 1-min rain rate data. In most part of the world, rain data is
measured for the agriculture and hydrological purpose which required higher integration time. Therefore,
appropriate conversion method is needed for the conversion process. These paper present conversion methods
such as Segal, Burgueno, Chebil and Rahman and Joo for the conversion in Malaysia. Segal method is found
out to be most suitable to be used in Malaysia with overall RMS conversion error of 4%.
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INTRODUCTION integration time for the prediction of the rain induced

Nowadays, operation of wireless communications available whereas rain rate in higher integration time is
technology above frequency band of 10GHz is become available in long term statistics. Therefore, suitable
important. Frequency band above Ku-band, 10GHz has conversion method is needed to convert the rain rate into
several advantages which are able to fulfill the 1-min integration time. Several conversion method had
requirement  such   as   wider  spectrum  availability, been suggested in this paper for the conversion process
higher  data  transfer  rate   and  smaller  antenna  size in Malaysia.
used   [1].  This  advantage  can provide enough criteria
for the development of telecommunication system. Conversion Process
However,  rain  attenuation  due  to   the   rain  drop tend Segal Method (1986): Segal method was developed from
to increase the system noise and causes system lost. the rain data measured from Canada. The principle used in
With the increasing of the frequency, the wavelength of the conversion process is the empirical conversion factor
the electromagnetic signal reduces to almost the size of such as [4]:
the rain droplet when the speed is constant. Rain drop
affect the propagation of the signal in three ways: (P) = R (P)/R (P) (1)
attenuates the signal by absorbing and scattering the
signal, change the signal polarity due to the non-uniform with the conversion factor, (P) in the relationship as
shape of the droplet and increase the system noise simple power law:
temperature which will directly affect the communication
link performance [2]. (P) = aP (2)

In order to solve the scenario of fading effect,
satellite engineer had to design with the least system lost where R (P) is the 1-min rainfall rate, R (P) is the
from the prediction of rain attenuation by 1-min rain rate. corresponding -min rainfall rate, P is the probability of
According to the International Telecommunication Union occurrence and a and b are the regression coefficients
(ITU), 1-min rain rate is determined to be the best derived from the measured rainfall data.

attenuation [3]. Unfortunately, 1-min rain rate is seldom
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Burgueno et al. Method (1988): Burgueno used the rain
data from Barcelona, Spain which recorded by a Jardi rain
gauge. The conversion principle used is the direct power
law between rain rates of -min to 1-min as follow [5]:

(3)

where R (P) and R (P) are the 1- and -min integration1

times of rainfall rates with a probability of occurrence P
and a and b are the regression coefficients.

Chebil and Rahman Method (1999): Chebil and Rahman
modified Segal method by using rain data measured in
Malaysia. Conversion factor is used to represent the
relationship as shown [6]:

(P) = R (P)/R (P) (4)60 1 60

with (P) expressed as combined Power-Exponential Law60

(P) = aP  + ce (5)60
b (dP)

where P is the probability of occurrence, R (P) is the 1-min1

rainfall rate, R (P) is the 60-min rainfall rate and a, b, c and60

d are the regression coefficient.

Joo et al. Method (2002): Rain data of Korea are measured
by optical rain gauge and is used by Joo to develop the
conversion method as follow [7]:

P  = aP 10 (6)1
[bexp(-t/24.28)]

where P  and P  is the probability of occurrence for a1

given rainfall rate at 1-min and -min respectively, t is the
integration time (min) and a and b are regression
coefficients.

Data Collection
Measurement Analysis: The rain data is measured using
Casella tipping bucket rain gauge and is stored in the pc
storage through data logger. The data can be access by
KisyoDisp which is a LabVIEW software used for rain
analysis. The rainfall amount is plotted as a function of
time-series on a daily basis. Figure 1 show the rain event
on 04/10/09.

Weather Determination: The rain event has to
differentiate  between  rainy  and  sunny  condition.
Figure 2 and 3 show the example of rain event.

Fig. 1: Rainfall event measured on 04/10/09

Fig. 2: Rainy Event

Fig. 3: Sunny Event

Referred to figure 2, whenever there significant
increase or decrease in the rainfall amount together with
a significant drops in the beacon signal, it indicated that
the weather is rainy day. 

Figure 3 show an example of rain event showing the
sunny condition. For sunny day, both the rain amount
and beacon graph show a noisy signal. After the weather
is differentiate, rainy data is extract into Excel file for
further analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The raw rainfall data is converted into rain rate and is
classified into several classes based on the number of
tipping bucket. The rain rate in 5-min integration time is
then plotted and is show in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4: Monthly plot of rain rate

Fig. 5: Monthly plot of rain rate

From Figure 4, it can be seen that the shape of the monsoon origin from the mountain area in Australia will
graph is almost same except for October and November. bring in more rain and this causes October and November
This is because the total rainy day and rainfall is higher in to have higher rain rate.
those two months. It can be noticed from Figure 4 that Figure 5 show the result after classification for the
graph for June is not plotted. This can be explained by the rain rate in 10-min integration time.
monsoon season. According to Malaysian For 10-min integration time, October and November
Meteorological Department [8], Malaysia has two show a higher percentage of time at rain rate of 90mm/h as
monsoon seasons which is Southwest monsoon and shown in Figure 5. Referred to Figure 4 and 5, it can be
Northeast monsoon. Southwest monsoon start from noticed that the increasing of integration time causes the
November to March whereas Northeast monsoon start rain rate to decrease. For example for November, at 0.02%
from May to September. June has the lowest rain rate of time, the rain rate is 80mm/h for 5-min but for 10-min, it
belong to the Northeast monsoon which origin from China reduced to 68mm/h. Rain rate distribution is a function of
and North Pacific has lower rainfall amount. Southwest the sampling  interval of the rain gauge. Higher sampling
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Fig. 6: Monthly plot of rain rate

Fig. 7: Monthly plot of rain rate

interval of rain gauge will tend to miss out the peak rainfall This is because the changing of the monsoon accurred in
for a short period of time. This will cause the rain gauge to October causes the rain rate to increase significantly until
underestimate the rain rate measured. 90mm/h.

Figure 6 show the result for 30-min integration time. Figure 8, 9, 10 and 11 show the converted 1-min rain
For 30-min integration time, only 4 month has the rain rate data from higher integration time using several

rate value exceeding 3 tipping bucket. This is because conversion methods.
higher integration time causes the rain rate to reduce and Referred to four conversions result as shown in
for other months, the value only achieved 1 tipping above, it is cleared that Segal and Chebil and Rahman
bucket because of the low rain rate in the month. method produced the converted 1-min rate rain closest to

Figure 7 show the monthly rain rate for 60-min the measured 1-min rain rate for various integration time.
integration time. As shown in figure 7, only October is This is because Segal method considered about the effect
plotted because it has highest rain rate compared to of different sampling period of rain gauge into his
others month which only achieved 1 tipping bucket value. consideration. Burgueno et al. method produced deviation
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Fig. 8: Conversion result using Segal Method

Fig. 9: Conversion result using Burgueno et al. Method

Fig. 10: Conversion result using Chebil & Rahman Method

Fig. 11: Conversion result using Joo et al. Method
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from the measured 1-min rain rate as the integration time 3. Mandeep Singh Jit Singh, Kenji Tanaka and
increase. For example, for 60-min integration time, the Mitsuyoshi lida, 2007. Conversion of 60-, 30-, 10- and
deviation is higher than other smaller integration time for 5-Minute Rain Rates to 1-Minute Rates in Tropical
the same percentage of time. For the Joo et al. method, all Rain Rate Measurement, ETRI Journal, 29 542-544.
integration time show a shifted result from the 1-min rain 4. Jung,  M.W.,  I.T.  Han,  M.Y.  Choi,  J.H.  Lee  and
rate. This is due to the fact that Joo et al. developed based J.K. Pack, 2008. Empirical Prediction Models of 1-min
on a short rainfall data measured in Korea and does not Rain Rate Distribution for Various Integration Time,
considered several factor. Journal of The Korean Institute of Electromagnetic

CONCLUSION 5. Segal, B., 1986. The Influence of Raingage Integration

As a conclusion, Segal method provided a reasonable Functions, Journal of Atmospheric and Oceanic
error for the conversion process. It is suggested to use Technology, 3: 662-671.
Segal method for the conversion process in other tropical 6. Burgueno, A.M., M. Puigcever and E. Vilar, 1988.
region. The second suitable method is Chebil and Rahman Influence of rain gauge integration time on the rain
method because it also provides small conversion error. rate statistics used in microwave communications,
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